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Purpose of the Paper

• Research-to-Practice Guide

• “translate the literacy framework and related 
tools…into a guide that adult literacy 
practitioners, lead instructors, or item 
developers can use to create learning 
activities and assessment activities…or to 
develop curricula that enable adult learners 
to develop competence and expertise in the 
domain” 



Goals of this Presentation

• Discuss in broad terms the “value-added” that 
PIAAC’s conceptual and practical work offer 
the field of adult education

• Identify key components of the PIAAC literacy 
conceptual framework that have transfer 
value to adult education classrooms

• Overview approach to teaching and learning 
taken in the Guide



What PIAAC Has to Offer

• Use-oriented conception of competency
– Supplements WIOA and College- and Career-

Readiness Standards (CCRS) emphasis 

– Complements by adding other adult-oriented contexts 
(careers+)

– Makes aspects of adult literacy practices transparent

• Model of progression for literacy performance
– Describes reading as a complex skill that develops on 

a continuum

– Articulates factors affecting difficulty



Key Components of 
PIAAC’s Literacy CF

• Definition for Literacy

• Basic Framework for Literacy (content, 
cognitive strategies, context), with elaborated 
pieces

• Factors That Affect Task Difficulty



Defining Literacy
PIAAC WIOA

understanding, evaluating, using 
and engaging with written texts 
to participate in society, to 
achieve one’s goals, and to 
develop one’s knowledge and 
potential.

The term ‘‘literacy’’ means an 
individual’s ability to read, write, 
and speak in English, compute*, 
and solve problems*, at levels of 
proficiency necessary to function
on the job, in the family of the 
individual, and in society.

*PIAAC separates literacy from numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich 

environments and defines each within its own conceptual framework.



Rethinking Literacy



Basic Framework for Literacy

CONTENT Different types of text.  Characterized by 
medium (print-based or digital) & format:
• Continuous or prose texts
• Non-continuous or document texts
• Mixed texts
• Multiple texts 

COGNITIVE 
STRATEGIES

• Access and identify
• Integrate and interpret (relating parts of text 

to one another)
• Evaluate and reflect 

CONTEXTS • Work-related
• Personal
• Society and community
• Education and training 



Additional Elements

Rhetorical Stances

• Description
• Narration
• Exposition
• Argumentation
• Instruction
• Records

Layout of Non-
Continuous Texts

• Matrices (simple lists, combined lists, intersected 
lists, nested lists)

• Charts and graphs
• Locative documents (maps)
• Entry documents (forms)
• Combination

Digital Text 
Considerations

• Hypertext
• Interactive
• Other Navigation Features (scroll bar, “next page” 

button, etc.)



Factors That Affect Task Difficulty

• Transparency of the information

• Degree of complexity in making inferences

• Semantic complexity and syntactic complexity

• Amount of information needed

• Prominence of the information

• Competing information

• Text features



Approach to Teaching & Learning

• Integrated and contextualized instruction 
(e.g., Perin, 2011; NRC, 2012)

• Concepts from Wiggins & McTighe (2006)

– Backward design

– Performance task

– Unit structure
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